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In response to the escalating need for up-to-date information on writers, Contemporary Authors® New Revision Series
brings researchers the most recent data on the worlds most-popular authors. These exciting and unique author profiles
are essential to your holdings because sketches are entirely revised and up-to-date, and completely replace the original
Contemporary Authors® entries. For your convenience, a soft-cover cumulative index is sent biannually.
A Hearth in Candlewood (Candlewood Trilogy Book #1)Baker Books
Includes, beginning Sept. 15, 1954 (and on the 15th of each month, Sept.-May) a special section: School library journal,
ISSN 0000-0035, (called Junior libraries, 1954-May 1961). Also issued separately.
Loyalty is tested to its limits in this thrilling English Civil War adventure.In the opening days of 1644, there seems to be little hope for
Parliament’s soldiers. To William Sparrow and his men, the woods of Dorset are a snow-covered sanctuary – even on Christmas Day – from
the horrors of Penmethock and pursuit by the King’s men. Hugo Telling has finally returned home, ready to introduce his ‘wife’, Bella
Morrison, to his family. But the Telling family is now as affected by the war as any in England; Hugo’s brother has volunteered – but on
Parliament’s side.. When Hugo and Bella make their way back to Prince Rupert’s stronghold in Oxford, they must consider their justifications
for Hugo’s absence. Surprisingly Bella is ordered to the Queen’s service, and now it is up to her to save Hugo – if, for the first time, she is
able to put another‘s needs above her own. And all the while the Scots, the hardiest fighters of all, are making their way through the North of
England, bringing new dangers and new fear to the torment that is the civil war. The fifth instalment of The Shadow on the Crown series,
Stand by the Colours is perfect for fans of Conn Iggulden and David Gilman.
The healing power of love… In 1757 a deadly common bond unites strong-willed Alice Winslow, a girl from New Hampshire Colony whose
family was massacred by Abnaki Indians, and Nathaniel Hawke, a half-savage frontiersman who was raised by the Mohawk after his family
was killed by a Huron war party. As England and France vie for control of the North America with the aid of their Indian allies, Alice and
Nathaniel embark on a dangerous journey through enemy territory to rescue a little boy being held for ransom by the unscrupulous
Frenchman who spearheaded the massacres that have brought these two survivors together. On their trek through the New York wilderness
they confront a charge of sedition, warring Indian tribes, a bitterly cold winter, betrayal, abduction, and the harsh realities of life and death,
only to be transformed along the way by the healing power of love and a simple act of mercy.
The engaging village of Candlewood in 1840s New York provides a glimpse into the past that will inspire and uplift today's readers. Fifty-oneyear-old Emma Garrett runs Hill House, a boardinghouse on a hill at the edge of town. Emma ministers to her guests, both the transient and
those who call Hill House home. Gifted with an uncanny ability to see the unique strengths of her guests, Emma serves and challenges them
with homespun wisdom and absolute faith in God. When eighty-year-old Widow Leonard shows up at Hill House to escape a heated land
dispute between her two sons, Emma welcomes her and tries to help her heal the family feud. But tragedy soon hits closer to home when
Emma's very ownership of Hill House is called into question!
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Presents a guide to the names and specialities of American and Canadian publishers, editors, and literary agents, including information on
the acquisition process and on choosing literary agents.

Fire and Light provides information on the vast array of
Describes the duties and responsibilities of the American housewife during each season of the year, reproducing articles and
recipes from contemporary newspapers, books, and magazines.
A handbook of information on the way of life during more than 300 years of American being. This is an analysis of the houses,
furniture, clothes, food, agriculture, transportation, industry, community life -- each subject covered under each period
(seventeenth century, eighteenth century, nineteenth century). Fully illustrated, with the expanded captions.
In this compilation are included: forms of speech now obsolete or provincial in England which survive in the U.S.; words and
phrases of distinctly American origin; nouns which indicate quadrupeds, birds, trees, articles of food, etc. that are distinctly
American; names of persons, classes of persons, and of places; words which have assumed new meanings; words and phrases
with earlier American examples than in English writers.
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They came from across Long Island Sound, Tories in search of plunder and ransom, bringing terror to Hope Wakeman's
Connecticut home. The family is defenseless now that Father is away serving in General Washington's army. They can
only watch as Noah Thomas and his crew strip the house of treasured belongings. And before she realizes what is
happening, Hope finds herself a captive and a slave to Thomas's ill-tempered wife. Hope has one unlikely ally: Thomas's
plucky mother is a different sort of Tory, one who sees beyond partisan divisions. Together the frail old woman and the
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girl set off in search of safety, on a journey that takes them from the tiny villages of Long Island to the bustling Tory
stronghold of Manhattan. A map helps readers follow along on this journey, during which many astonishing things are
revealed to Hope about herself and her companion.
This fascinating text presents what is probably the largest selection of antique lamps illustrated anywhere — 647 in all.
Included are "Betty" lamps; petticoat and tumbler lamps; pierced tin lanterns; candle lanterns; more.
Provides definitions of approximately 290,500 English words, arranged alphabetically in twenty volumes, with crossreferences, etymologies, and pronunciation keys, and includes a bibliography.
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